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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the First Chapter, the contents give brief and overall description about the

research regarding the topic of the study. It focuses on the background of the study,

objective, limitation, and so on. In short, it gives the early picture and overview of the

study.

For the Second Chapter, it describes the literature review of the research. The

content explained systematic and through research of published literature in order to

identify as many items as possible on a particular topic from the perspective of global

review, regional review and so on. It is essential, however, to acquire a through

knowledge of what work has been done in a field before a new contribution can be

adequately planned. It consist systematic review of articles from internet, professional

journals and so on.

In the Third Chapter, it contains the research methodology and basically it

stated how the data being collected, the method being used and the procedures of

choosing our respondents and questionnaire design.

In Fourth Chapter, it is focusing on data analysis and findings. It indicates how

the data gathered, arranged and analyzed as well as interpreted the data that had been

found.

Meanwhile, in Fifth Chapter, it is about, conclusion and recommendations.

Basically, conclusion is a summarize of all the data or information in the written

research’s report and recommendations are suggestions given as or the purpose of

giving additional alternative apart from what has been given by our respondents in

solving the problem statement of the research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Background of Study

The main purpose of this study is to identify the factors of drug abused influences

among occupant in Pusat Pemulihan Penagihan Narkotik (PUSPEN), Kuching.

Nowadays drug abused problem raise in Malaysia and serious attention are needed to

face this problem. This is because our research purpose to discuss the drug abused

aspect, limitation of the research and purpose of study to fulfill research necessity.

Drug symptom in Malaysia was start with modern economic recognition by west

imperialist around the end of nineteenth century. Expansion modern economic in Malay

land on that time was make British government allow possessed of Chinese immigrant

to Malay land to fulfill laborer necessity in quarry and agriculture sector ( Siti Zuraina,

Muhammad Yusuf, Abdullah Zakaria, Lee Kam Hing, Ahmad Fawzi and Zainal Abidin,

1992). In year 1870 to 1929, many Chinese people come to Malay land with easier. On

that time estimated in 613 immigrant people from china is arrive in strain country (Siti

Zurina et al., 1992; Drug Report, 1995). Immigrant possessed from south region china

the middle of 19 century was bring together their habit opium absorb (Mohd. Reduan

Aslie, 1990).



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Background

PUSPEN is a Narcotic Rehabilitation Centre which forms in year 1965 for

purpose to place resistance centre and protection subversive elements. It’s known as

PUSPEN starting year 2009. The objective of PUSPEN is to prevent people from

involve in illegal drug, take care of and recover drug addicted, prevent re-addicted and

overcome the supplies and drug abuses.

2.1 Definition of Drug

Drugs are chemicals and organic that changes the way a person's body works

whether genuine or imitation. When it is entering in human body through injection, sniff,

absorb or eat, it may change the function of human body or organism from mental and

physical side.

Drug is the one social phenomenon that really crucial facing by state nowadays.

This problem start had been discussed from year 1970 before, but until now it still did

not show any positive changes. As a shoreline that achieves many changes and

development, Malaysia goes along get many several of social symptoms. Drug abused

especially among of teenagers conducive to worried because it is related with social

disease such as prostitution and a hit-or-miss. This element accuses condition of the

state in field of economic, culture, politic and security. In other word, advancement and

development that we achieve will not remain if drug problem cannot be preventing

immediately (Faizal, M.).


